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Introduction
 
Surely you have seen the bull terrier that is all over 
memes spread across the internet. This cute little guy 
is the basis of our community-driven meme token 
known as Walter Inu. He is in close association to the 
likes of Dogecoin (Kabosu) & Cheems (Balltze). Much 
like the other two viral meme dogs, Walter is a nick-
name given to the dog whose real name is Nelson. 
With that being said, we have no association with the 
actual dog or his owner’s social media accounts.
Our community is dedicated to creating the best  
memes of any token. As cryptocurrency Godfather, 
Elon Musk, has tweeted, “Who controls the memes, 
controls the universe.” We truly believe we will one  
day be up there as one of the top meme tokens in  
the entire market.

Disclaimer
Walter Inu, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps (“WALTER INU”) as presented in this con-
ceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in 
this Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any effective or legal meaning of the same terms 
in a regulated and/or financial environment. WALTER INU is a community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters, 
marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of governance. The WALTER INU smart contracts are open-source, 
security audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The WALTER INU token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and is not and 
cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind. WALTER INU is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or 
an asset-backed stablecoin, whether global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of 
any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation, or offer to invest in WALTER INU or acquire or use WALTER INU tokens in any way and with any expec-
tation of profit therefrom. Any user of WALTER INU represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical, administrative, 
regulatory and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of 
WALTER INU (including the WALTER INU token). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing, ac-
quiring or using any kind of blockchain and/or cryptosystem, token, platform, software or interface, including WALTER INU, and further disavows 
any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly involved with WALTER INU, for any damage suffered, including total 
loss. WALTER INU is built on the Binance Smart Chain with extremely fast 5 second block times and cheaper gas fees than Ethereum’s network.
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Abstract
Launched in December of 2021, our plan going for-
ward is to create a dedicated community and be a safe 
investment for all who are interested in the memecoin 
sector of cryptocurrency. The strength of any meme 
coin is the community and the memes that are created 
and shared freely across the internet. Keeping a good 
spirit and making people laugh is what Walter Inu is all 
about. Building partnerships with other crypto projects 
or business entities is something we are going to pur-
sue in the future. We also want to give back to char-
ities such as dog shelters as we get bigger and have 
the funds available to do so. We have an open mind to 
work with and to give back to any entity looking  
to collaborate.

Future Usecase
Our use case will be what we call “Meme Creator” 
and a launchpad called “The Dog House”. Our “Meme 
Creator” will be a user-friendly platform for anybody 
to create memes. We believe this fits in well with the 
culture of Walter Inu, and who doesn’t love a good 
meme? As far as “The Dog House” goes, this will be 
a launchpad for anyone looking to develop a meme 
token. Anyone will be able to create a contract and 
develop their own token directly, provided they follow 
all security measures to ensure there is no funny  
business going on.

Exchanges & Bridging
Walter Inu started on the Binance Smart Chain  
network, but we plan to bridge to many networks
such as Ethereum here in the near future. We also 
plan to list on many centralized exchanges as the  
community grows. At the time this White Paper is 
being written, we are strictly available only on Pan-
cake Swap through a DeFi wallet such as Trust Wallet, 
MetaMask, etc.
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Tokenomics
The initial total supply of Walter Inu was 100 billion 
$WINU, and has since been reduced with multiple 
burns that can never be added back to the circulating 
supply. There is a buy and sell tax of 11 percent on 
every transaction. The allocation of this tax is 4 per-
cent towards LP, 1 percent redistribution to holders, 
and 6 percent distributed to the marketing wallet. The 
reasoning behind this taxation is strengthening the to-
ken’s liquidity which is very critical, rewarding diamond 
hand-holders, and providing our team with enough 
funds to get Walter Inu noticed by the entire world.

Trust
With Walter Inu being a community-driven token, the 
team aims to be as transparent as possible with fellow 
investors. With that being said, there will be many con-
tract audits in the future to ensure everyone’s money 
is safe. The initial lock of liquidity is until June 1, 2022, 
with plans of extending that for many years.

DAO
As we all know Crypto is evolving at a rapid pace and is 
being adopted globally in these ever-changing times. 
Keeping that in mind, Walter Inu has plans to become 
a full-fledged DAO economy in the future sponsoring 
and representing some of the biggest events in the 
world including but not limited to Sports, Galas, Chari-
ties, etc.


